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The Bachelor
Pheobe Millbury must marry a duke--before her two cousins do--in order to inherit
the family fortune, but the vicar's daughter finds herself torn between the wealthy
Calder and his illegitimate but captivating younger brother Rafe.

Talking Book Topics
From New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter comes this seductive tale
of a headstrong young lady, a scandalous manuscript, and the iron-willed duke
determined to save her from her ruin. For fans of Mary Balogh, Eloisa James, and
Julia Quinn. When Lady Lydia Alfreton is blackmailed over the shocking contents of
a manuscript she once wrote, she must go to the most desperate of measures to
raise the money to buy back the ill-considered prose: agreeing to an old wager
posed by the arrogant, dangerous Duke of Penthurst. At least Penthurst is a man
she wouldn’t mind fleecing—and she’s confident she’ll win. Penthurst long ago
concluded Lydia was a woman in search of ruinous adventure, but even he is
surprised when she arrives at his house ready to bet her innocence against his ten
thousand pounds—a wager he only proposed to warn her off gambling. When she
loses to a simple draw of the cards, Lydia is shocked. Now, her problems are
twofold: a blackmailer determined to see her pay and a duke determined to tame
her rebellious ways. One misstep and Lydia could find herself ruined—or bound to
the seductive man who would make her his duchess.

Desperately Seeking A Duke
Sophie Blake's grandfather willed his fortune to the first of his granddaughters to
marry a duke. Since her cousin, Deirdre, will seal the deal any day now, the quiet,
bookish Sophie can sit back and enjoy her time with the only man she truly adores:
Graham. No matter that the part charmer, part scoundrel has absolutely no
designs on her! Sophie is content to engage Graham in lively conversation, beat
him at cards. . .and probe at the darkness hiding behind his rakish smile. Then
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Graham unexpectedly gains a title, an estate in near ruins and a mountain of debt.
If there is any chance of survival he must find a rich wife—quickly. As his hunt for a
bride begins, Sophie realizes that she isn't even in the running. Suddenly no longer
content to be a wallflower, Sophie gets a stunning make-over and becomes the
belle of the ball. Lots of heads are turningincluding Graham's. But this beauty has
secrets of her own. Will she be his salvation or seal his fate?

The Rogue
The American Heiress
McClairen's Isle: The Passionate One
Unbound
In the final installment of USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell's Sinful
Brides series, a runaway heiress entrusts her fate to the man she betrayed. Lady
Eve Pruitt has never forgotten her childhood friend, the young pickpocket Calum,
who she feared had been condemned to the gallows. Now, years later, Eve is the
one in danger. Her brother, made desperate by gambling debts, threatens to steal
her inheritance, and Eve has no choice but to run. Under an assumed name, she
takes a job as a bookkeeper at the notorious Hell and Sin Club. Nothing in this
bawdy den shocks her more than discovering that her employer is none other than
Calum. Keeping her identity a secret is one thing--but hiding her feelings for him is
another. As Calum becomes increasingly taken with the strangely haunting beauty,
he looks forward to exposing her mysteries. But when her masquerade is revealed,
it's left to Eve to prove that her desire for him is no deception.

The Accidental Duchess
A Publishers Weekly Best Books of Summer Selection From New York Times
bestselling author Madeline Hunter comes the latest sexy tale of three untamable
dukes and the women who ignite their decadent desires . . . HE MAY BE A DEVIL
He’s infamous, debaucherous, and known all over town for his complete disregard
for scandal, and positively irresistible seductions. Gabriel St. James, Duke of
Langford, is obscenely wealthy, jaw-droppingly handsome, and used to getting
exactly what he wants. Until his attention is utterly captured by a woman who
refuses to tell him her name, but can’t help surrendering to his touch . . . BUT
SHE’S NO ANGEL EITHER . . . Amanda Waverly is living two lives—one respectable
existence as secretary to an upstanding lady, and one far more dangerous battle of
wits—and willpower—with the devilish Duke. Langford may be the most tempting
man she’s ever met, but Amanda’s got her hands full trying to escape the world of
high-society crime into which she was born. And if he figures out who she really is,
their sizzling passion will suddenly boil over into a much higher stakes affair . . .
Madeline Hunter’s novels are: “Brilliant, compelling. . . . An excellent read.” —The
Washington Post “Mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly
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A Duke, the Lady, and a Baby
New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries features an irresistible family in
a series to savor, as the grown children of a thrice-married dowager duchess piece
together the stories of their fathers--while pursuing passions of their own . . . Lady
Gwyn Drake has long protected her family’s reputation by hiding an imprudent
affair from her youth. But when her former suitor appears at Armitage Hall,
manhandling the heiress and threatening to go public with her secrets, it’s Gwyn
who needs protecting. Her twin brother, Thorn, hires Joshua Wolfe, the estate’s
gamekeeper, to keep her safe in London during her debut. As a war hero, Joshua
feels obligated to fulfill the assignment he has accepted. But as a man, it’s torment
to be so very close to the beauty he’s fought to ignore . . . With handsome Joshua
monitoring her every move, Gwyn would prefer to forget both the past and the
parade of money-seeking bachelors at her coming out. But Joshua is unmoved by
her attempts at flirtation, and the threat of blackmail still hangs over her. With
danger closing in, Gwyn must decide which is the greater risk: deflecting a
scoundrel’s attempts to sabotage her—or revealing her whole heart to the rugged
bodyguard she can’t resist . . . “Anyone who loves romance must read Sabrina
Jeffries!” —Lisa Kleypas, New York Times bestselling author

Dollars for the Duke
She Saves His Life. . . For Chloe Wherlocke, it all begins with a vision--a glimpse
into the future that foretells a terrible plot against Lord Julian Kenwood and his
newborn son. Chloe's psychic gift allows her to save the child from certain death,
but the earl remains in grave peril. . . But When He Steals Her Heart. . . Julian
Kenwood knows someone is trying to kill him and he suspects his scheming wife
and her lover are behind the plot. But Julian is shocked when Chloe, a captivating,
dark-haired stranger, warns him that sinister forces are indeed at hand--and
exposes a devastating secret that changes his life forever. . . Will She Resist--Or
Surrender? As Chloe reveals her plan to save Julian, neither can deny the attraction
that grows each moment they're together. Chloe knows the highborn earl could
never love her as she loves him. But when danger strikes closer than ever, Chloe
must risk everything--or lose Julian forever. . . Praise for the Novels of Hannah
Howell "Howell offers readers another captivating tale." --Booklist "Another
wonderful story filled with adventure, emotion, and laughter." --Romantic Times

An Earl Like You
“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!” —Christina Dodd Whether she’s
enthralling readers with the exploits of her Argeneau vampire family, transporting
fans to the Scottish Highlands, or enchanting them with love affairs of the noble
lords and ladies of the Regency ton, New York Times and USA Today bestseller
Lynsay Sands knows how to pen a winner! The Heiress—the second book in the
very sexy, very funny Regency romance series she began with The Countess—is
further proof of Sands’s historical romance mastery. The winning tale of an alluring
beauty desperately seeking a poor husband, The Heiress is exactly the kind of
sharp and witty read that fans of Julie Garwood and Teresa Medeiros—not to
mention Lynsay’s own army of aficionados—are looking for.
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Desperately Seeking A Duke
When she enters into a fake engagement with Lord Julian Blackworth in order to
preserve her reputation, Izzy Temple finds herself falling for the disreputable peer,
but is not sure that she can trust him.

The Heiress
A passionate new historical romance in Madeline Hunter's nationally bestselling
Seducer series. This one features a fifth member of the London Dueling Society,
the reserved, enigmatic lawyer to the Laclere family: Julian Hampton. All his life, it
seemed, Julian had been in love with Penelope, now Countess of Glasbury. And
when he learned the horrors she had endured at the hands of her vicious husband,
Julian was instrumental in arranging for her escape to Italy. But he has never
forgotten the love of his childhood, the woman he had rescued first as a "damsel in
distress" when she was a girl, and then for real once she had blossomed into
woman. When Penelope returns secretly to London, Julian is the one she turns to,
even though her trust in him puts both their reputations, and ultimately their lives,
in peril. From the Paperback edition.

This Earl of Mine
Duchess by Design
***This book was previously published as The Courtesan's Guide to Getting Your
Man.*** Regency London's most celebrated courtesan, The Blackbird, was a
woman before her time—uninhibited, financially independent, and free to live by
her own rules. Schooled in the sensual arts by the one man she loved the most,
she recorded every wicked detail in her diaries When Boston museum curator Piper
Chase-Pierpont unearths The Blackbird's steamy memoirs, she's aroused and
challenged by what she finds. Could the courtesan's diaries be used as a modern
girl's guide to finding love and empowerment? One curious curator—and one very
lucky man—are about to find out

Desperately Seeking Shapeshifter
"Bateman's scintillating first Bow Street Bachelors Regency is full of intense
emotions and dramatic twists. Intelligent, affable characters make this fast-paced
novel shine, especially for fans of clever women and the men who sincerely admire
them. Future installments will be eagerly anticipated by Regency readers." -Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) Introducing the Bow Street Bachelors—men
who work undercover for London’s first official police force—and the women they
serve to protect. . .and wed? WILL A FALSE MARRIAGE Shipping heiress Georgiana
Caversteed is done with men who covet her purse more than her person. Even
worse than the ton’s lecherous fortune hunters, however, is the cruel cousin
determined to force Georgie into marriage. If only she could find a way to be . . .
widowed? Georgie hatches a madcap scheme to wed a condemned criminal before
he’s set to be executed. All she has to do is find an eligible bachelor in prison to
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marry her, and she’ll be free. What could possibly go wrong? LEAD TO TRUE AND
LASTING LOVE? Benedict William Henry Wylde, scapegrace second son of the late
Earl of Morcott and well-known rake, is in Newgate prison undercover, working for
Bow Street. Georgie doesn’t realize who he is when she marries him—and she
most certainly never expects to bump into her very-much-alive, and very
handsome, husband of convenience at a society gathering weeks later. Soon
Wylde finds himself courting his own wife, hoping to win her heart since he already
has her hand. But how can this seductive rogue convince brazen, beautiful Georgie
that he wants to be togetheruntil actual death do they part?

About a Rogue (Bonus Short Story Included)
"Men who inherit great wealth are respected, but women who do the same are
ridiculed. In The Silver Swan, Sallie Bingham rescues Doris Duke from this
gendered prison and shows us just how brave, rebellious, and creative this unique
woman really was, and how her generosity benefits us to this day.” —Gloria
Steinem A bold portrait of Doris Duke, the defiant and notorious tobacco heiress
who was perhaps the greatest modern woman philanthropist In The Silver Swan,
Sallie Bingham chronicles one of the great underexplored lives of the twentieth
century and the very archetype of the modern woman. “Don’t touch that girl, she’ll
burn your fingers,” FBI director J. Edgar Hoover once said about Doris Duke, the
inheritor of James Buchanan Duke’s billion-dollar tobacco fortune. During her
lifetime, she would be blamed for scorching many, including her mother and
various ex-lovers. She established her first foundation when she was twenty-one;
cultivated friendships with the likes of Jackie Kennedy, Imelda Marcos, and Michael
Jackson; flaunted interracial relationships; and adopted a thirty-two year-old
woman she believed to be the reincarnation of her deceased daughter. This is also
the story of the great houses she inhabited, including the classically proportioned
limestone mansion on Fifth Avenue, the sprawling Duke Farms in New Jersey, the
Gilded Age mansion Rough Point in Newport, Shangri La in Honolulu, and Falcon’s
Lair overlooking Beverly Hills. Even though Duke was the subject of constant
scrutiny, little beyond the tabloid accounts of her behavior has been publicly
known. In 2012, when eight hundred linear feet of her personal papers were made
available, Sallie Bingham set out to probe her identity. She found an alluring
woman whose life was forged in the Jazz Age, who was not only an early war
correspondent but also an environmentalist, a surfer, a collector of Islamic art, a
savvy businesswoman who tripled her father’s fortune, and a major philanthropist
with wide-ranging passions from dance to historic preservation to human rights. In
The Silver Swan, Bingham is especially interested in dissecting the stereotypes
that have defined Duke’s story while also confronting the disturbing questions that
cleave to her legacy.

The Duke Next Door
An Amazon Best of the Month Selection A Publishers Weekly Summer Reads 2020
Editors’ Pick “Smart and witty . . . the perfect historical read.” —Julia Quinn, #1
New York Times bestselling author “Vanessa Riley at her finest.” —Sarah MacLean,
New York Times bestselling author “I was delighted. Readers on the lookout for
Black or disabled characters in historical romance will not want to miss this.”
—New York Times Book Review A ground-breaking, empowering, and sexy story
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from acclaimed author Vanessa Riley that fans of Beverly Jenkins, Evie Dunmore,
and Alyssa Cole won’t be able to put down. Join these Rogues & Remarkable
Women as they fight for their status, their families…and true love. When
headstrong West Indian heiress Patience Jordan questioned her English husband's
mysterious suicide, she lost everything: her newborn son, Lionel, her fortune—and
her freedom. Falsely imprisoned, she risks her life to be near her child—until The
Widow's Grace gets her hired as her own son’s nanny. But working for his
unsuspecting new guardian, Busick Strathmore, Duke of Repington, has perils of its
own. Especially when Patience discovers his military strictness belies an ex-rake of
unswerving honor—and unexpected passion . . . A wounded military hero, Busick is
determined to resolve his dead cousin’s dangerous financial dealings for Lionel’s
sake. But his investigation is a minor skirmish compared to dealing with the
forthright, courageous, and alluring Patience. Somehow, she's breaking his rules,
and sweeping past his defenses. Soon, between formidable enemies and obstacles,
they form a fragile trust—but will it be enough to save the future they long to dare
together? “One of the best historicals I’ve read in years.” —Kristan Higgins, New
York Times bestselling author “Expertly crafted romance.” —Publishers Weekly,
STARRED review

A Devil of a Duke
Ethan Damont's legendary gambling skills have earned him a place at the gaming
tables of London's most exclusive homes. He has used his dubious place in Society
to aid The Liar's Club. But his latest favor to the group has not only put his life in
danger-it has thrown him together with the woman who tempts him to forgo his
rakish ways. Lady Jane Pennington is the ravishing niece of a suspected traitor.
Now it's Ethan's job to discover if the woman he finds irresistible is naïve to her
uncle's deceit-or guilty of treason against the Crown Jane can barely wait for the
Season to end-until she meets Ethan Damont. After a humiliating first encounter,
Jane expects a scoundrel like Ethan to joke at her expense. Instead, he behaves
like a perfect gentleman. But just as Jane finds herself overcome by her desire for
Ethan, he takes her captive. Suddenly, she is pulled into a dangerous world where
it's impossible to know who is friend-and who is foe. Will Ethan prove to be her
undoingor the love she has always longed for?

Duke Most Wanted
Can a scandalized heiress… Beatrice Goodwin left Manhattan a duchess and has
returned a divorcée, ready to seize control of her fate and the family business.
Goodwin’s Department Store, once the pinnacle of fashion, has fallen from favor
thanks to Dalton’s, its glamorous competitor across the street. But this rivalry has
a distinctly personal edge… And a self-made tycoon… For Wes Dalton, Beatrice has
always been the one—the one who broke his young heart by marrying a duke, and
now, the one whose cherished store he plans to buy, just so he can destroy it. It’s
the perfect revenge against a family who believed he’d never be good enough for
their daughter—until Beatrice’s return complicates everything… Find happily ever
after at last? While Goodwin’s and Dalton’s duel to be the finest store in Gilded Age
Manhattan, Beatrice and Wes succumb to a desire that has only deepened with
time. Adversaries by day, lovers by night, both will soon have to decide which is
sweeter: winning the battle or thoroughly losing their hearts…
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Duke Most Wanted
In the first novel of Maya Rodale’s enthralling new series, an English duke vows to
make an American seamstress his duchess In Gilded Age Manhattan, anything can
happen Seeking a wealthy American bride who can save his family’s estate,
Brandon Fiennes, the duke of Kingston, is a rogue determined to do the right thing.
But his search for an heiress goes deliciously awry when an enchanting seamstress
tumbles into his arms instead. and true love is always in fashion Miss Adeline Black
aspires to be a fashionable dressmaker—not a duchess—and not even an
impossibly seductive duke will distract her. But Kingston makes an offer she can’t
refuse: join him at society events to display her gowns and advise him on which
heiresses are duchess material. It’s the perfect plan—as long as they resist
temptation, avoid a scandal, and above all do not lose their hearts.

The Golden Season
Connie Brockway begins her magnificent Highland trilogy with the tale of a rogue
no woman can resist—and a free spirit whose pleasures are strictly forbidden.
Restless, daring, proud—they are the Merricks: Ashton, the eldest, the passionate
one; Raine, his younger brother, the reckless one; and Fia, their sister, the
ravishing one. Born of bad blood, they were raised in the Scottish Highlands on
lands that belonged to their mother’s kin, the McClairens—until their English father
seized the ancestral stronghold for his own. Yet all are destined to find loves as
wild and glorious as the isle they call home. With a reputation for hell-raising and
heartbreaking, Ashton Merrick seemingly cannot be tamed. But family secrets
force Ashton to do his ruthless father’s bidding—which, in this case, means
escorting his missing ward, Rhiannon Russell, back to McClairen’s Isle. As a young
orphan, Rhiannon never once set eyes on her negligent guardian—but now that
she’s grown into a delicate beauty, Ashton suspects his father intends to claim her
as his fourth wife. What Ashton can never anticipate is the uncontrollable desire
Rhiannon ignites in his own wary heart.

The Spy
The Romantic
The dangerously beautiful Deirdre Cantor is determined to inherit her grandfather's
vast fortune. All she needs is to marry a dukeand be the first granddaughter to
walk down the aisle. After all, she has always dreamed of becoming a member of
the haute ton. So when the proper Calder Marbrook, the Marquis of Brookhaven
and future Duke of Brookmoor, is abandoned at the altar, Deirdre makes it her
business to become his wife—in spite of the whispers about his past. Soon
Deirdre's visions of a lavish existence with the handsome Calder are shattered
when she learns his shocking secret. Feeling betrayed, Deirdre seeks revenge by
playing a perilous and seductive game of cat and mouse with her husband that
threatens to drive them both to the heights of passion. She will not surrender to
him, no matter how great her desire. But at what cost? Calder is determined to
keep his secret under lock and key—and to make his stunning wife his in every
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way that matters. Even if it means winning her heart all over again

Sleepless in Staffordshire
Following the sudden death of his rakish father, Seldon Burn unexpectedly inherits
the title of Duke of Otterburn. Returning to the family estate, he swiftly discovers
that the title is the only thing he has inherited - along with a mountain of his
father's debts and nothing to pay them with. A brave and proud soldier, nothing
has prepared the new Duke for the devastation to the family coffers caused by his
late father's love of lavish entertainment, Gaiety Girls and good living. Meeting
with the family Solicitor, the Duke is horrified to discover the Ducal properties are
crumbling, everything of value is entailed and even the racehorses have not been
schooled properly. Desperately seeking to rebuild the family fortune and
honourably fulfil his duty of care to the old and infirm of the village, his cousin
Edith, a sophisticated Socialite, offers a solution. She suggests that he follows in
the footsteps of many an impoverished English aristocrat and marries a wealthy
American heiress - she even has a fitting bride in mind from her recent visit to New
York. With no viable alternative and a pressing demand for money, a wedding is
hastily arranged - but will the English traditions of generations of the Burn's family
be overshadowed by the razzle-dazzle of the Duke's mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Vandevilt, the renowned New York hostess? Horrified at being married for his title
and not love, the Duke is so angry that he barely considers the feelings of his
young and vulnerable bride. Meanwhile, the lovely Magnolia Vandevilt, one of the
richest heiresses in America, is equally disgusted and contemptuous of a man who
is marrying her only for her money. Joined together in holy matrimony, can this
marriage of convenience ever be more than a disappointment and battleground as
both parties dream of the love they might have had?

Heiress for Hire
Includes an exclusive bonus short story! The first book in the new series
Desperately Seeking Duke from USA Today bestselling and RITA award-winning
author Caroline Linden. It’s no love match… Bianca Tate is horrified when her sister
Cathy is obliged to accept an offer of marriage from Maximilian St. James,
notorious rake. Defiantly she helps Cathy elope with her true love, and takes her
sister’s place at the altar. It’s not even the match that was made… Perched on the
lowest branch of his family tree, Max has relied on charm and cunning to survive.
But an unexpected stroke of luck gives him an outside chance at a dukedom—and
which Tate sister he weds hardly seems to matter. But could it be the perfect
match? Married or not, Bianca is determined to protect her family’s prosperous
ceramics business, even when Max shows an affinity for it—not to mention a
dangerous ability to intrigue and tempt Bianca herself. And when Max realizes how
beautiful and intelligent and desirable Bianca is, he’ll have to prove he’s no rogue,
but the passionately devoted husband she craves…

Desperately Seeking a Duke
Pheobe Millbury must marry a duke--before her two cousins do--in order to inherit
the family fortune, but the vicar's daughter finds herself torn between the wealthy
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Calder and his illegitimate but captivating younger brother Rafe.

The Way to a Duke's Heart
Historical romance readers can’t wait to learn The Truth about the Duke, Caroline
Linden’s wonderful series about three English brothers on a quest to restore their
family name, seek their fortunes, and find true love. The Way to a Duke’s Heart is
the thrilling final chapter, as a charming, pleasure-seeking nobleman takes on the
serious business of uncovering a blackmailer, and enlists the help of a beautiful, nononsense businesswoman who, against her better judgment, finds herself falling
for the rake. A RITA Award-nominated author who, as Julia Quinn says, “touches
every emotion,” Caroline Linden once again demonstrates why she is a true fan
favorite, especially for those who adore the exciting romantic adventures of Liz
Carlyle and Elizabeth Boyle.

I Bid One American
Sophie Blake’s grandfather willed his fortune to the first of his granddaughters to
marry a duke. Since her cousin, Deirdre, will seal the deal any day now, the quiet,
bookish Sophie can sit back and enjoy her time with the only man she truly adores:
Graham. No matter that the part charmer, part scoundrel has absolutely no
designs on her! Sophie is content to engage Graham in lively conversation, beat
him at cards. . .and probe at the darkness hiding behind his rakish smile. Then
Graham unexpectedly gains a title, an estate in near ruins and a mountain of debt.
If there is any chance of survival he must find a rich wife—quickly. As his hunt for a
bride begins, Sophie realizes that she isn’t even in the running. Suddenly no longer
content to be a wallflower, Sophie gets a stunning make-over and becomes the
belle of the ball. Lots of heads are turning…including Graham’s. But this beauty
has secrets of her own. Will she be his salvation or seal his fate?

The Silver Swan
When you gamble at love . . . When Hugh Deveraux discovers his newly inherited
earldom is bankrupt, he sets about rebuilding the family fortune—in the gaming
hells of London. But the most daring wager he takes isn’t at cards. A wealthy
tradesman makes a tantalizing offer: marry the man’s spinster daughter and
Hugh’s debts will be paid and his fortune made. The only catch is that she must
never know about their agreement . . . You risk losing your heart . . . Heiress Eliza
Cross has given up hope of marriage until she meets the impossibly handsome Earl
of Hastings, her father’s new business partner. The earl is everything a gentleman
should be, and is boldly attentive to her. It doesn’t take long for Eliza to lose her
heart and marry him. But when Eliza discovers that there is more to the man she
loves—and to her marriage—her trust is shattered. And it will take all of Hugh’s
power to prove that now his words of love are real . . .

An Heiress to Remember
The Seduction of a Duke
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Can a Regency belle buy true love on the marriage mart? Lady Lydia Eastlake has
been the belle of Regency London society ever since her debut. The well-to-do
heiress is in no hurry to wed since she cherishes both her independence and her
influence for good…until the dark day she learns her fortune has vanished, forcing
her to put herself back on the marriage market for one last golden season. Lydia
needs a wealthy husband but what she finds is Captain Ned Lockton, a dashing war
hero from a noble family. At first Lydia believes Ned, with his coolheaded charm
and dangerous smile, is the man who can make allof her dreams come true. But
then she discovers he is on the hunt for a rich bride who will rescue his own family
from ruin. Too late, Lydia realizes she has lost not only her fortune, but her heart.
As an unexpected danger closes in around them, she and Ned must decide if they
are willing to surrender their tidy dreams for the future and pay the price of
passion in each other’s arms… “Connie Brockway’s work brims with warmth, wit,
sensuality and intelligence.”—Amanda Quick, New York Times bestselling author
“Romance with strength, wit, and intelligence. Connie Brockway delivers!” — Tami
Hoag, New York Times bestselling author “If it’s smart, sexy, and impossible to put
down, it’s a book by Connie Brockway — Christina Dodd, New York Times
bestselling author “If you’re looking for passion, tenderness, wit, and warmth, you
need look no further. Connie Brockway is simply the best.” — Teresa Medeiros,
New York Times bestselling author “Brockway’s lush, lyrical writing style is a
perfect match for her vivid characters, beautiful atmospheric setting, and sensuous
love scenes.” — Library Journal “Connie Brockway’s work belongs on every
reader’s shelf!”—Romantic Times

Fallen
Now including an excerpt from VICTORIA: A Novel, by Daisy Goodwin, the
Creator/Writer of the Masterpiece Presentation on PBS. "Anyone suffering Downton
Abbey withdrawal symptoms (who isn't?) will find an instant tonic in Daisy
Goodwin's The American Heiress. The story of Cora Cash, an American heiress in
the 1890s who bags an English duke, this is a deliciously evocative first novel that
lingers in the mind." --Allison Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of I Don't
Know How She Does It and I Think I Love You Be careful what you wish for.
Traveling abroad with her mother at the turn of the twentieth century to seek a
titled husband, beautiful, vivacious Cora Cash, whose family mansion in Newport
dwarfs the Vanderbilts', suddenly finds herself Duchess of Wareham, married to
Ivo, the most eligible bachelor in England. Nothing is quite as it seems, however:
Ivo is withdrawn and secretive, and the English social scene is full of traps and
betrayals. Money, Cora soon learns, cannot buy everything, as she must decide
what is truly worth the price in her life and her marriage. Witty, moving, and
brilliantly entertaining, Cora's story marks the debut of a glorious storyteller who
brings a fresh new spirit to the world of Edith Wharton and Henry James. "For
daughters of the new American billionaires of the 19th century, it was the ultimate
deal: marriage to a cash-strapped British Aristocrat in return for a title and social
status. But money didn't always buy them happiness." --Daisy Goodwin in The
Daily Mail One of Library Journal's Best Historical Fiction Books of 2011

The Duke Next Door
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In this stunning series debut from New York Times bestselling author Madeline
Hunter, a duke’s mysterious bequest brings fortune—and passion—to three young
women . . . Minerva Hepplewhite has learned the hard way how to take care of
herself. When an intruder breaks into her home, she doesn’t swoon or simper.
Instead she wallops the rogue over the head and ties him up—only to realize he is
Chase Radnor, a gentleman and grandson of a lord, and a man who makes it his
business to investigate suspicious matters. Now he’s insisting that Minerva has
inherited a fortune from his uncle, a wealthy duke. Only one thing could surprise
her more: her sudden attraction to this exasperating man . . . Chase can’t decide
whether Minerva is a wronged woman or a femme fatale. Either way, he’s
intrigued. Maddeningly, with her unexpected inheritance, she has set up a discreet
detective business to rival Chase’s own. She may be the perfect person to help him
uncover the truth about his uncle’s demise. But as proximity gives way to mutual
seduction, Chase realizes he craves a much deeper alliance . . . Madeline Hunter’s
novels are: “Brilliant, compelling. . . . An excellent read.” —The Washington Post
“Mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly “Pure passion.” —Booklist

The Heiress's Deception
The only way for vicar's daughter Phoebe Millbury to inherit a family fortune is to
find herself a duke—just as her late grandfather demanded in his will. But Phoebe,
who's still trying to make good after a romantic scandal, also has her two cousins
to contend with. They're all competing for the same money, maybe even the same
men. ..until Phoebe meets her match in the terribly handsome and charming Rafe
Marbrook. When she receives a marriage proposal from the Marquis of
Brookhaven, Phoebe is thrilled to learn that Rafe is headed for dukedomand
accepts his offer. There's only one problem: It's from Rafe's older, less captivating
brother, Calder. Now Phoebe finds herself on the verge of yet another scandal as
she faces a desperate choice: Marry Calder for his money—or follow her own
heart? Each way can only lead to trouble

Digital Talking Books Plus
Shes an American heiress nobody wants; hes a Duke every woman is after. When
Nathaniel, Duke of Peckham, meets Charlotte, hes suspicious of her indifference.
Too many women have soughtand failedto catch him. However, Charlotte is more
interested in dead pharaohs than English dukes. Her pretended immunity vanishes,
however, when a debutante seeking to entrap Nathaniel gets murdered. All too
soon, his reputation as a misogynist makes him a suspect, and Charlotte
impulsively comes to his aide. Unfortunately, both are unaware that a highwayman
interested in rich heiresses is following Charlotte. And that another debutante lies
dead in Nathaniels carriage. Some nights just dont go as planned.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
A sexy supernatural male uses the Midnight Liaisons dating service to find the
perfect mate--a she-wolf in need of a protector, but who is not afraid to explore her
wild side. Original. 50,000 first printing.
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Beauty Tempts the Beast
The bestselling author of Desperately Seeking a Duke returns with the second book
in her stunning trilogy. Deirdre Cantor is about to walk down the aisle with the key
to inheriting her grandfather's fortune--a soon-to-be duke. But she doesn't
anticipate Calder Marbrook harbors a secret that could tear them apart. Original.

Hereditary Genius
James Cunnington has a pressing mission at hand: He must find the daughter of a
missing code breaker for the Liar's Club, a man suspected of turning traitor for
Napoleon. Time is of the utmost concern. While it is evident that his ward's new
tutor has something to hide, James in unaware that the woman he seeks now
resides under his very roof Desperate and near destitute, Philippa Atwater must
don gentleman's clothing to pass herself off as a scholarly young tutor. Her
clever--if itchy--disguise allows her time to pursue her quest to find her father,
ruthlessly abducted by French spies. Closely guarding the cryptic notebook he
entrusted to her care, she sense danger all around her--even in the home of her
roguishly handsome new employer, James Cunnington. Now Philippa is about to
discover that the desire can be as lethal as a well-aimed bullet

If He's Wicked
Lorraine Heath ends her bestselling Sins for All Seasons series with the hero
readers have been waiting for! She wants lessons in seduction Althea Stanwick was
a perfect lady destined to marry a wealthy lord, until betrayal left her family
penniless. Though she’s lost friends, fortune, and respectability, Althea has gained
a scandalous plan. If she can learn to seduce, she can obtain power over men and
return to Society on her terms. She even has the perfect teacher in mind, a man
whose sense of honor and dark good looks belie his nickname: Beast. But desire
like this can’t be taught Benedict Trewlove may not know his parentage but he
knows where he belongs—on the dark side of London, offering protection wherever
it’s needed. Yet no woman has ever made such an outrageous request as this
mysterious beauty. Althea is out of place amongst vice and sin, even if she offers a
wicked temptation he can’t resist. But as the truth of his origin emerges at last, it
will take a fierce, wild love to overcome their pasts.
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